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Wooden it be
Papercrafter of the Year Lisa West shows us
different ways of decorating wood veneers

lovely!

hilst making my
Christmas cards last
year I came across
some wooden snowflake
embellishments, something that
I hadn’t used before, and I soon
discovered how versatile they
could be. They are suitable for
cardmaking, scrapbooking,
altered art and many other forms
of crafting. As I had only used
the snowflakes I did some
research and found you can get
a wide variety of wood veneers

such as shapes, borders,
banners and words.
I wanted to use the
wood veneers as part of my
cardmaking and I found them
perfect for this as they can be
used for many different styles,
ranging from clean and simple to
heavily embellished. They can be
used alone as a small accent or
easily combined with existing
embellishments from your
stash to create more complex
designs. Things like the borders
can be easily cut with scissors
so that they are the right size
for your project.

You could use the wood
veneers uncoloured but they can
also be decorated so that they
co-ordinate with your project.
Some of the many ways to
colour them include painting
them, covering them with
patterned or plain papers,
covering them with fabric,
colouring them with different inks
(sprays, inkpads, brush markers,
alcohol markers etc), using them
as a mask when misting with
spray ink, stamping on them
using background stamps (or
for larger shapes or plaques,
stamping an entire image onto

You’ll need

Step by step

3 Studio Calico Wood Veneer
Triangles & Diamonds
3 kraft BasicGrey Basics
6x6” paper pad
3 white 21x10cm
tent-fold card blank
3 cream cardstock
3 brown brush marker
3 red, blue & yellow acrylic paint
3 black fine-line pen
3 3D foam tape
3 Ranger Glossy Accents
3 Xcut Small Square punch
3 My Favorite Things Die-Namics
By the Letters alphabet dies
3 manual die-cutting machine

Cut three 7x9.5cm pieces of
patterned paper, colour the
edges using a brown brush
marker and fix in place. Add
faux stitching using a black pen.
Cut an 18.5x7.5cm
piece of cream cardstock
and use a square punch to
notch the corners. Secure to the
card front using 3D foam tape.
Paint three chevrons using
acrylic ink and leave to dry.

Edge with a brown brush
marker and affix to the lefthand side of the cream panel
using Glossy Accents.
Die-cut the letters to spell
‘friend’ from patterned
paper and glue to the bottomright corner of the cream panel
using Glossy Accents. Dot
around the edges of each
letter using a black pen.

Lisa West
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them), heat-embossing them,
covering them in glitter, flock or
Flower Soft and using stamped
or rub-on sentiments on them.
Studio Calico has a gorgeous
range of wood veneers and
here I have used alphabet
letters, stars, triangles, large
chevrons, tags, plaques and
long border strips to create a
selection of clean and simple
masculine cards.

spraying
tip When
with a shimmer
mist, use the spray
inside a cardboard box.
This will stop the ink
going everywhere and if
you put a piece of paper
in the box to catch the
overspray you can
create some pretty
background papers, too!

15
MINUTES

COLOURING WITH
ACRYLIC PAINT
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essential TECHNIQUE
COLOURING WITH INK SPRAY
& COVERING WITH PAPER

You’ll need
3 Studio Calico Wood
Veneer Tags & Plates and
Triangles & Diamonds
3 kraft BasicGrey Basics
6x6” paper pad
3 cream 14.5cm-square
card blank
3 red & blue cardstock
3 brown brush marker
3 red gemstones
3 Golden Fish Cosmic
Shimmer mist
3 black fine-line pen
3 Ranger Glossy Accents
3 Midnight Blue Ranger
Stickles glitter glue
3 3D foam pads

Step by step

15
MINUTES

Colour the edges of a
13.5cm-square piece of

1

Hello dear

Just saying
You’ll need
3 Studio Calico Classic Calico 3
Wood Veneer Borders
3 kraft BasicGrey Basics
6x6” paper pad
3 white 15x10.5cm
tent-fold card blank
3 white cardstock
3 brown brush marker
3 Graphite Black
Brilliance inkpad
3 Ranger Perfect Medium inkpad
3 white embossing powder
3 Personal Impressions Paula
Pascual Double Sayings
stamp set
3 patterned paper
3 corner-rounder punch
3 Ranger Glossy Accents
3 heat tool
3 3D foam pads
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COLOURING WITH
EMBOSSING POWDERS

Step by step
Round the bottom corners
of the card blank. Round the
bottom corners of a 14.5x10cm
piece of patterned paper, colour
the edges using a brown brush
marker and fix to the card front.
Trim a hexagon border to
14.5cm long, cover with
Perfect Medium ink and white
embossing powder and heat.
Once dry, repeat to ensure an
even coat.
Glue the border to a piece of
patterned paper and leave to
dry. Trim the paper to fit, then
secure to the card front using
Glossy Accents.
Stamp a sentiment onto white
cardstock, trim and affix as
shown using 3D foam pads.

patterned paper using a
brown brush marker, matt
onto blue cardstock then
fix to the card front. Add a
gemstone in each corner.
Cover a wood veneer
shape with PVA glue then
red cardstock and leave to
dry. Trim the cardstock, sand
the edges of the shape then
attach to the card front.
Spray a wood veneer tag
with Cosmic Shimmer
mist. Highlight the words by
carefully colouring them in
with a black pen, then secure
to the red shape.
Affix three wood veneer
stars to the red shape
and cover with glitter glue.
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15
MINUTES

How to... colour wood veneers by heat-embossing

Ink a wood veneer border with
embossing ink, cover with white
embossing powder then heat-emboss.
Repeat a second time to ensure an
even coat.

1

Affix the border to a scrap of
patterned paper using Glossy
Accents and allow to dry.

2

Carefully trim away the excess patterned
paper, then sand the edges of the border
to ensure they’re even and that no patterned
paper shows on the outside of the border
once stuck onto the card.

3
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essential TECHNIQUE
On my mind

10

You’ll need

MINUTES

3 Studio Calico Darling Dear
Wood Veneer Alphabet
3 kraft BasicGrey Basics
6x6” paper pad
3 cream 9x11.5cm card blank
3 brown brush marker
3 cream cardstock
3 Letraset ProMarkers
3 Unity Stamp Company {...My
Thoughts Are With...} stamp set
3 Graphite Black Brilliance inkpad
3 Ranger Glossy Accents
3 3D foam pads

Step by step
Cut a piece of patterned
paper to 8.5x11cm, colour
the edges using a brown
brush marker and attach
to the card front.

1

Cut a 6.5x9cm
piece of cream
cardstock, trim
the bottom as
shown and stamp
a sentiment in
the bottom-right
corner. Affix to the
card front using
3D foam pads.
Colour the
letters to spell
‘FRIEND’ using
ProMarkers and
fix in place using
Glossy Accents.
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COLOURING WITH
ALCOHOL MARKERS

You’ll need
covering the wood veneer with
tip When
glitter, first give the shape a base colour
using an alcohol marker. This way it won’t
matter if the glitter doesn’t quite stick evenly

3 Studio Calico Wood Veneer
Borders and Tags & Plates
3 kraft BasicGrey Basics
6x6” paper pad
3 cream 14.5cm-square
card blank
3 yellow & cream cardstock
3 brown brush marker
3 blue glitter
3 Mustard Seed Ranger
Tim Holtz Distress Ink
3 red & white baker’s twine
3 Graphite Black Brilliance inkpad
3 Mabel Lucie Attwell Garden
Accessories stamp set
3 Ranger Glossy Accents
3 Xcut Square Parenthesis Nesting die
3 manual die-cutting machine
3 3D foam pads

Step by step
Colour the edges of a 14cm square of
patterned paper using a brown brush
marker and secure to the card front.
Cut a wood veneer border into two
14cm-long pieces. Cover with PVA glue
and blue glitter, then allow to dry. Secure
to the left and right sides of the card front.
Die-cut a fancy shape from cream
cardstock, then trace around the
outside of the die onto yellow cardstock
to create a matt.
Ink a wood veneer tag with yellow ink
then stamp a sentiment onto it using
black ink. Secure to the cream shape
using baker’s twine, then matt this onto
the yellow panel using 3D foam pads.
Attach to the card front.
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20

Sweet friend

MINUTES
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COLOURING
WITH GLITTER

Stockists
n To find your local stockist of Studio Calico
products, visit www.studiocalicostore.com

